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Abstract. This paper introduces a knowledge based approach that can be used 
for the identification of jetty/bridge locations in aerial imagery. With the 
proposed method, the semantic network formalism to represent declarative 
knowledge embodied in a jetty/bridge image and the appropriate procedural 
knowledge, the control procedure was established. A knowledge based system 
was then introduced through image analysis and interpretation, aiming at 
accurately locating the desired objects from primary vague identification. With 
the advanced image processing techniques proposed here, the complexity of 
using knowledge based system for image analysis is reduced and the proposed 
method can effectively locate the compound geospatial objects of jetties and 
bridges. 
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1   Introduction 

Compound geospatial objects, such as jetties, harbours, airports and factories, are 
characterised by several sub-objects and their spatial layout. For example, harbours 
contains boats and sea water while a parking lot contains cars, ground and trees, both 
with a distinct spatial arrangement. The conventional recognition methods such as 
statistical techniques and object model analysis such as template matching, shape and 
texture analysis [1, 2] focus on internal characteristics of an object. They are limited 
for objects with simple geometric or shape models, e.g. buildings and roads.  

To overcome the obstacle of the variation of the structural relations in compound 
object detection, a solution combining space and frequency analysis techniques 
developed in the framework of texture analysis is proposed that for model-driven 
detection of compound geospatial objects [Bhagavathy and Manjunath [2a].  

The limitation is the difficulty of detecting compound objects with various spatial 
and frequent relations. To recognise compound geospatial objects that have complex 
spatial structures, knowledge about their surrounding environments (context) is 
required. A number of knowledge based methods have been proposed for describing 
and identifying the constituents and layout of compound geospatial objects. These 
methods usually divide an image into primitives (closed regions, lines, etc.) through 
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image segmentation or edge detection/linking. Spatial relations between the 
primitives are analysed using different models constructed on the knowledge of 
identifying the target object. For example, in ACRONYM [3], models of objects are 
symbolically represented by "frames" for detecting complex 3-D objects like an 
airplane. SIGMA [4] recognises simple artificial objects such as a regular residential 
area. It consists of three experts: the low-level vision expert for knowledge-based 
image segmentation, the model selection expert for appearance model selection, and 
the geometric reasoning expert for spatial reasoning. Nicolin and Gabler [1] describe 
a knowledge-based system for the automatic interpretation of panchromatic aerial 
images of suburban scenes, emphasising on knowledge representation and control 
strategy. MOSES [5] reports the recognition of buildings and parking lots in aerial 
images. Its models are automatically refined by using knowledge gained from 
topographical maps or GIS data.  

 
A knowledge-based object recognition system is object-oriented, not only class-

specific knowledge but also site-specific knowledge and knowledge of corresponding 
image processing techniques are required. In this paper, we propose a knowledge-
based object recognition system for the location of geospatial objects over water such 
as jetties and bridges. The internal structure and context aspect of these objects are 
analysed while going through the recognition processing. The internal structure of an 
object is presented and identified in primitive extraction stage with advanced image 
processing techniques and its context aspect is handled in the semantic network. The 
fusion of multiple features is carried out for the extracted image segments. The 
semantic network is built up with the knowledge that leads to a specialised scene of a 
jetty/bridge description. Besides of knowledge representation, the valuation processes 
as well will be modelled by a mechanism for mixed bottom-up and top-down 
interpretation of the image. 

2   Object modelling and detecting  

2.1   Object definition  

Based on the general knowledge, we know that a jetty/bridge in an aerial image is a 
bright and narrow structure, adjacent/surrounded by water. With the specific 
knowledge of current image processing capabilities, it is described in a concept as a 
bright, thin structure embedding in the thin, gulfy/isthmus area(s) of water. 

2.2   Initial segmentation for primitive extraction 

Segmentation of bright and thin structures 
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The extraction of bright and thin structures is from the combination of intensity 
information, In and edge information, Ed, with a bi-level thresholding segmentation 
for In and canny edge detection, run-length smearing [6] for Ed. Bi-level thresholding 
segmentation separates the regions with bright pixels in the image from others. The 
Canny edge detector locates sharp intensity changes. Two thresholds are used to 
control the strength of ridge of a point to be extracted. Runlength smearing method 
links the narrow foreground connected components, with a threshold for the size of 
small background runs to smear.  

 
The segmentation maps In and Ed are fused based on the fusion rule, shown in Eq. 

(1). 
 

         |  ( 1,2,... )b n e i thR I T s s i n= ∩ > =                         (1) 

where is  is the area of the thi region in n eI T∩ . 
 

The extraction of thin structures is based on a morphological ‘open’ operation on 
the regions in bR . Denote a region in bR  as br , the thin structures sr  in br  are 
obtained by the operation shown in Eq. (2). 

 

       1 1( )s b br r r B B= − ⊕                                     (2) 

where ⊕  denotes the dilation operation and erosion operation. 

Segmentation of water areas  
 
A combination of colour information, Co and textural information, Te, is used for 
water area segmentation, with a nearest neighbour rule classification [7] for Co and 
garbo filtering for Te.  

 
Giving the segmentation maps Co and Te for an image, water regions are then 

either chosen or discarded based on the fusion rule, as is shown in Eq. (3). 
 

        (1 ) |  ( 1,2,... )w o e i thR C T s s i n= ∩ − > =                       (3) 

where is  is the area of the thi region in (1 )o eC T∩ − . 

Gulfy/isthmus area extraction 
 

The extraction of gulfy/isthmus areas are based on a morphological ‘close’ operation. 
Denote a region in wR as wr , the gulfy/isthmus areas gr  in wr  are obtained by the 
operation shown in Eq. (4). 
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Concrete of 

Part of 

      1 1( )g w wR r B B r= ⊕ −                                   (4) 

2.3   Context aspect representation by a semantic network 

We use a semantic network as implemented in ERNEST [8] to offer a compact 
formalism for context aspect representation and tools for valuation of features within 
the identification process. The semantic network is in the form of directed acyclic 
graph consisting of nodes and links. The nodes represent the concepts expected to 
appear in the scene with respect of the object while the links of the semantic network 
form the relations between these concepts (nodes). In which part links represent the 
relations between a concept and its components, concrete links connect concepts in 
different conceptional systems. Data structures called attributes are used to describe 
the nodes for specifying and storing properties of concepts. 
 

The general structure of the semantic networks of a jetty/ bridge is shown in Figure 
1. It consists of nodes and relation slots. Relations are characterized by attributes. 
Objects which occur for identifying a jetty/bridge are described by specifying their 
concretizations and relations with other objects. For example the concepts water and 
bright and thin structure are specified as parts of a jetty. Attributes of the water are, 
for example, water’s size, texture and colour. By describing an object with the help of 
its parts, a hierarchical, structural model is constructed.  We specify topological 
relations such as overlap and cover for attributions about the neighbouring of objects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Semantic network for jetty/bridge detection 
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The textual descriptions of the concept ‘jetty’ and ‘bridge’ are shown in Figure 2 (a 
and b). The gulfy areas and the isthmus area are differentiated by overlap and 
morphological dilation operation. 

 
JETTY 
PART: bright and thin structure 
  GOAL_NODE:     BRIGHT, THIN STRUCTURE 
PART: water gulfy area 
  GOAL_NODE:     WATER GULFY AREA 
CONCRETE: geometry 
GOAL_NODE:     polygon 
ATTRIBUT:  size of an area 
  TYPE_OF_VAL:   REAL 
  NUMB_OF_VAL:   1 
  RESTRICTION:   comparable to a jetty 
  COMP_OF_VAL:   compute_size 
  ARGUMENT:       water_gulfy.area, bright and thin 
structure.area 
TOPOLOGICAL_RELATION:  bright and thin 
area_overlap_gulfy area 
  VALUE:         1.0   
JUDGEMENT:       0.8 
     

Figure 2 (a). Concept of ‘jetty’. 

BRIDGE 
PART: bright and thin structure 
  GOAL_NODE:     BRIGHT AND THIN STRUCTURE 
PART: water isthmus area 
  GOAL_NODE:     WATER ISTHMUS AREA 
CONCRETE: geometry 
GOAL_NODE:     polygon 
ATTRIBUT:  size of an area 
  TYPE_OF_VAL:   REAL 
  NUMB_OF_VAL:   1 
  RESTRICTION:   comparable to a bridge 
  COMP_OF_VAL:   compute_size 
  ARGUMENT:       water_isthmus.area, bright and thin 
structure.area 
TOPOLOGICAL_RELATION:  bright and thin 
area_overlap_isthmus area 
  VALUE:         1.0 

JUDGEMENT:       0.85 
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Figure 2 (b). Concept of ‘bridge’ 

2.4   Analysis processing 

In the realisation of the knowledge structure, the control strategy in [8] is applied. It is 
a mixed bottom-up and top-down search algorithm within the semantic network. The 
strategy of analysis process is general and problem independent, provided by the 
semantic network. The analysis starts by creating a goal concept. Following the 
hierarchy in the semantic network in a top-down way, the concepts on lower 
hierarchical levels are expanded stepwise until a concept on the lowest level is 
reached. Since these concepts do not depend on other concepts, its correspondence 
with an extracted segment from the image can be established and its attributes can be 
calculated. This is called instantiation. Analysis then moves bottom-up to the concept 
at the next higher hierarchical level. If instances have been found for all parts of this 
concept, the concept itself can be instantiated. Otherwise the analysis continues with 
the next concept not yet instantiated on a lower level. After an instantiation, the 
acquired knowledge is propagated bottom-up and top-down to impose constraints and 
restrict the search space. Thus, in the analysis process, top-down and bottom-up 
processing alternates. 
 

The entire analysis process of jetty/bridge search is illustrated in Figure 3. The 
initial segmentation of water and bright and thin structure is illustrated in Figures 3 
(b-e). Starting from creating a goal concept of “jetty”, the concept depends on two 
concepts of “water gulfy area” and “bright and thin structure”. The analysis moves 
down onto the level with the concept of “water gulfy area”, which is the lowest level 
in the network. Its correspondence with an extracted segment of water from the image 
is established and its attributes is calculated. The attributions of water gulfy area are 
examined in a bottom-up way. If the condition of the rule is satisfied, that is, the water 
gulfy/isthmus area is a water gulfy area and the water_gulfy.area is within the 
required range, then the concept of “water gulfy area” is instantiated. Once the 
concept of water gulfy area is instantiation, the second step is a bottom-up 
instantiation of expanded concept of bright and thin structure, in a top-down way 
same to water gulfy area instantiation, where the condition of being a bright and thin 
structure is checked. If instances have been found for all parts of “jetty”, and the 
topological relation between the parts is matched, the concept itself is instantiated. 
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Figure 3 (a) 
 

        
Figure 3 (b)                                     Figure 3 (c) 

 

       
Figure 3 (d)                                      Figure 3 (e) 

 

                    

                  Figure 3 (f)                                       Figure 3 (g) 
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Figure 3 Jetty/bridge search procedure. (a) Testing image; (b) Edge information; (c) Bright and 
thin structure; (d) Water area; (e) Water gulfy/isthmus area; (f) topological relation computing; 
(g) Jetty/bridge location 

3   Data Evaluation 

True colour aerial images with a capture resolution of 1 m were used for evaluation 
and included water areas around Raymond Terrace, Tweed Heads, Ulladulla, 
Wollongong, Newcastle and Sydney in New South Wales, Australia. The parameter 
values used in the experiment are summarised in Table 1. Bth is the thresholding value 
in bi-level thresholding segmentation.  

Table 1.  Parameter setting 

Parameter B1 sth Bth 
Our method 20×20 10000 0.5 

 
A variety of jetty and bridge shapes over water were located. Missed jetties mainly 

occurred where the jetties are too dark and errors occurred in waves close to the 
shoreline. However, the procedure achieved over 80% detection rate for jetties and 
90% for bridge identification from the aerial images mentioned above. 

 
There are two main factors affecting the accuracy of the approach: knowledge 

representation and image processing techniques adopted.  
 
Varieties of image processing techniques have been developed as tools to analyse 

an image. However, it has been shown that none of the image processing operators is 
perfect: some important features are not extracted and/or erroneous features are 
detected. E.g., errors exist in water area segmentation, as in some shallow water areas 
where colour of water is similar to that of a jetty. For thin structure extraction, when 
the size of structure element B1 in the morphological operation increases, some 
corners of shores might be included; when B1 decreases, some broad bridges or jetties 
with boats attached might be missed. 

  
The performance of the method also depends on the quality and amount of 

knowledge it uses. As the approach used didn’t cover all the cases, such as waves 
close to shores and roads extending to water, only some of these objects were 
extracted in the experiment. 

 
To evaluate the results numerically, the criteria of completeness  and correctness  

[9] are used to assess the accuracy of the object extraction. The extraction results are 
classified as true positive (TP), true negative (TN) or false positive (FP). TP is the 
number of jetties detected manually and by the proposed method, FP is the number of 
jetties detected by the proposed method but not manually, and TN is the number of 
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jetties detected manually but not by the proposed method. completeness  and 
correctness  are defined as follows: 

TPcompleteness
TP TN

=
+

      TPcorrectness
TP FP

=
+

 

completeness  measures the ability to find the object regions and correctness  
measures the accuracy of object detection. 

  
completeness and correctness  of the proposed method for the extraction of jetties 

were 83% and 92% respectively. Comparing to the method for extraction from 
internal structure only (see Table 2), the proposed method is more accurate.  

Table 2.  Jetty location accuracy in two different methods  

Method Completeness correctness 
Shape and texture 99% 50% 
Our method 83% 92% 

 

4 Conclusion 

The combinations of advanced image processing techniques with artificial 
intelligent techniques provide an efficient way to identify compound geospatial 
objects in aerial imagery. In the proposed method, task-specific knowledge to 
represent models of jetties and bridges is given by a semantic network. In the 
extraction of primitives, more concrete concepts are represented with the advanced 
image processing techniques, making the knowledge representation based on 
semantic network and its associated decision process more simple than previous 
methods. 
 

 The performance of the method relies on the quality and amount of knowledge it 
uses and image processing techniques adopted.  
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